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Is intimacy a useful concept to ask both how we messily
relate to one another and how we cooperatively make
the structures that oppress us? The problem is spatial and
walking the perimeter of intimacy as a concept means
tracking our own bodies as they machine together.
Constantly, we are grasping and being grasped. Adorno
and Horkheimer argue that “[t]he instruments of power —
language, weapons, and finally machines— which are
intended to hold everyone in their grasp, must in their
turn be grasped by everyone.” Lefebvre, hovering
critically over the street, echoes this in his insistence that
“to grasp a rhythm it is necessary to have
been grasped by it; one must let oneself go, give oneself
over, abandon oneself to its duration.”

Over the five sessions of this group, I want us to
ask what the logics and logistics of our intimacies are. At
a glance, the concept of intimacy points us to problems
of proximity, shared affect, and sexual politics. It points us
to the sparking paradox between a love that collapses
two into one and a rutted desire for autonomy, between
soft vulnerability and hard security. It points us to our
face-to-face meetings with one another. But, read in the
harsh contexts machining those meetings, intimacy also
points us to the way our everyday lives aren’t always filled
with a touching lean towards friendships or kinships that
challenge the wider structures that bear down,
determine, and police. Instead, our intimacies are often
shaped without our knowledge, consent, desire. How do
we discipline and fail to discipline one another? How are
intimacies uneven and oppressive? What if I don’t want to
grasp or be grasped? What if I have no choice—
structurally, always more than one? What hope is there at
such a small scale?
This research group mirrors and responds to
Vancouver writer Danielle LaFrance’s public research
project #postdildo, which over the summer of 2018
plunged into the uneasy contradictions at the heart of
sexual desire by focusing on the dildo as sexual object
and social relation. At the end of her sessions, LaFrance
critically identified a limit both in the declaration “it’s a
structural problem” and in her own appeals to complexity
and contradiction. She reflects:
“My own simple

declarative has often been ‘relationships are messy.’ Why
are they messy though? They are messy at the point the
hegemonic structure meets, or responds to, the
interpersonal structure. And vice versa.” My hope,
inspired by LaFrance’s method, is that dwelling in the
messy contradictions around intimacy will provide a
useful sightline to consider the ways our daily meetings
and interactions add up into the spaces that shape us.
Sincere thanks to the Social Science and
Humanities Research Council and the University of
Toronto Scarborough for their support.
Intimacy as a Keyword (False Start)
Lauren Berlant, “Intimacy: An Introduction”
Elizabeth Povinelli, “Empires of Love: An Introduction”
Geraldine Pratt and Victoria Rosner, “Introduction: The
Global and the Intimate”
Touch and Tact (Topological Limit)
Erin Manning, “Sensing beyond Security: What a Body
Can Do” (from The Politics of Touch)
Kim TallBear, “Yes, Your Pleasure! Yes, Self-Love! And
Don’t Forget, Settler Sex is a Structure.”
Nicole Brossard, French Kiss, Or: A Pang’s Progress

On Unpredictability (Noisy Aside) /
Staring from Across the Room (Mobile Viscosities)
Katherine McKittrick, “The Last Place They Thought Of:
Black Women’s Geographies” (from Demonic Grounds)
Arun Saldanha, “The Trials of Transcendence”
(from Psychedelic White)
Jody Chan, “Safe Enough: On Love, Fear, and Queer
Dance Parties”
I Think Your Love Would Be Too Much (Immanent
Dependencies) /
Thank You For Your Donation (Uneven Integrities
Mel Chen,“Lead’s Racial Matters” (from Animacies)
Elizabeth Povinelli, “Rotten Worlds” (from The Empire of
Love)
Rita Wong, Forage
An Uncut Key (No Romo) /
Always More Than One (Back On My Beat)
Eleanor Wilkinson, “Single People’s Geographies of
Home: Intimacy and Friendship Beyond ‘The Family’”
Caleb Luna, “Romantic Love is Killing Us: Who Takes
Care of Us When We Are Single?”
Samantha Marie Nock, “Decrying Desirability,
Demanding Care”

INTIMACY AS A
KEYWORD (FALSE START)
Intimacy is thus potentially and productively disruptive of the
geographical binaries and hierarchies that often structure our
thinking.
Geraldine Pratt and Victoria Rosner,
The Global and the Intimate
If you want to locate the hegemonic home of liberal logics and
aspirations, look to love in settler colonies.
Elizabeth A. Povinelli, Empires of Love
Intimacy was supposed to be about optimism, remember? But it
is also formed around threats to the image of the world it seeks to
sustain.
Lauren Berlant, “Intimacy: A Special Issue”

Intimacy is a keyword that seems to mark out scale
(even as it resists normative geographical markers of
scale). Talking about intimacy brings us to the body and
the way that we meet one another. Somehow, intimacy
involves a combination of what Adrienne Rich calls “the
geography closest in” and Erin Manning’s insistence that
we are “always more than one.”
Intimacy seems to have a potential, but what?
When Lauren Berlant tosses up a dialectical tension

between the institutions of intimacy that determine the
way we imagine having “a life” and the potential of
mobile processes of attachment, it’s perhaps out of a
skepticism with feminist histories that pose intimacy as
the countermove to patriarchal totalized understanding
(that Enlightenment trap).
Certainly, intimacy challenges a masculine desire
to totalize our maps, instead pointing us to the details of
everyday life. But also, as Berlant insists, the intimacies of
everyday life aren’t always so great. They’re uneven and
coercive. Be close, they push, but close in a defined
pattern. Compulsory heterosexuality. Compulsory
sexuality. Compulsion.
In the heat of this, all that immanence at the heart
of the Deleuzian cosmology feels messy and
contradictory in the same way. While it’s tempting to pull
out our copies of A Thousand Plateaus and start moaning
on about rhizomes, lines of flight, and EMERGENCE as if
they’re liberatory moves, all of our intimacies seem
caught institutionally even when they are self-organized.
Any rhizome can run on an oppressive logic. If the
intimate events of Western hegemony emerge into a set
of inherited conditions, how do we navigate a desire to
hold onto the intimate as a site of potential?
If I’m drawn to Elizabeth Povinelli’s gesture to the
immanent dependencies of life and her concomitant
frustration with the difficult negotiation between
discourse and materiality, it’s maybe because, in her

attempt to short-circuit the liberal binary between
individual freedom and social constraint, she successfully
inverts the communicative hope at the heart of the
Deleuzian assemblage model, which insists on space as
the emergently contingent result of the way we all meet
and come together. To insist on immanent dependency is
to insist that we aren’t necessarily free to put together
new social forms. We are coerced by the relations around
us as much as we are enabled by them. If I need water to
live, if I need to bring water into intimate relation with
myself to live, then it goes without saying that I should
probably take care of that water. Reciprocity. Except that
homily doesn’t scale particularly well and our intimacies
are toxically complex, pulled not only by the immediate
needs of our and other’s bodies, but also by long
histories and exploitative logics.
The result of this is a mess. The dynamic
movements of self-organization as they buck and buckle
against and within thick fields of spatial relations holding
themselves together by clutching to devious institutional
logics and forms. The embattled exchanges between
materiality and expression and the philosophical poses
that tactically lean toward one or the other pole. The
ways that intimacies openly flaunt scale, operating at
expanded scales like the global even as they come into
focus when bodies meet. What can we do but refuse to
resolve this?

TOUCH AND TACT
(TOPOLOGICAL LIMIT)
We knew and roamed all the city’s arteries in ourselves. For years
we’d been turning more kaleidoscopes than there really are.
Working alone each in our own way. Then one day things
happened. We resolved to give ourselves a break, and try to live
each for ourselves in the body of each other one.
Nicole Brossard, French Kiss
A politics of touch is joyfully creative. It is a politics of affirmation.
Erin Manning, Politics of Touch
Solo polyamory for me is a de-escalation from the couple. For me
and others it is a refusal to get on the escalator (again). But it can
simultaneously also lend itself to living in extended relation and
disrupting commonly accepted relationship categories. Many of
us work to build networks of made kin as essential support
systems, and with more fluid boundaries. And many of us do this
under settler structural duress. It’s just that most solopoly people
probably don’t name the challenges they face as settlercolonialism.
Kim TallBear, “Yes, Your Pleasure!
Yes, Self-Love. And Don’t Forget
Settler Sex is a Structure”

If I were to declare in public “I’m lonely,” it
wouldn’t be an invitation for pity and advice on how to

make friends. It would be an invitation to think through
the structural conditions that produce that loneliness.
Why when faced with this, why do we cue the rubrics and
call for correction? Berlant argues that “virtually no one
knows how to do intimacy,” but that “everyone feels
expert about it (at least about other people’s disasters).”
The police pull out their badges under the auspices of
care—a care that makes demands.
Don’t you understand that there is a route to a life?
Intimacy is routed, that is, it has rutted pathways beaten
into the earth of relation-making (ie. structure). That much
seems clear. But how? How do we imagine or enact the
mobile attachments that Berlant opposes to institution?
How do we negotiate institutional intimacy alongside the
no less problematic calls for new forms of relation, of
spatiality, of intimacy? Touch, tact, experiment,
experience: we need something else, certainly, but how
and what? Is the problem too complex to solve? There’s a
temptation to declare “it’s a structural problem” then
wipe one’s hands clean—scale taking care of our intimate
issues like so much garbage dumped into the endless
ocean. One countermove to this is to experiment with
relation: to move past the couple form and to work
toward alternate forms of kinship. Kim TallBear reminds
us that even the radical forms of relation negotiated
through polyamory are shaped by and within structural
forces—for her the intensity of settler sexualities that
reproduce and center dominant forms like the couple.

Do we need to get a little utopian to answer these
questions? Erin Manning seductively proposes touch as
liberatory method in her ex-tended and often powerful
paen to improvisational relation-making. For Manning,
touch is a dance of reciprocity, negotiated in a field with
stable historical protocols, but with enough room to
move, to fold something from the shared affective
friction. “To touch,” she suggests, “is to make a pact”—a
pact committing to the composition of new forms and to
an admission that the individual subject is not the kind of
finished whole we imagine it to be.
Nicole Brossard, in French Kiss, pushes this further
in the way she tries to find language for a group of young
people negotiating one another and the city. For
Brossard, relational experiment acts at the junction of
language and bodies in the biological mess of the city.
Brossard traces a field of queer possibility certainly, but
the lines of flight she imagines invoke delight and terror,
producing a sightline into the seemingly incompossible
“We were juggling reality,” her narrator suggests, “and it
frightened us.” Uncertain transducers of the urban virtual,
Brossard’s experimenting lovers anticipate Manning’s
sensible bodies as they touch, respond, assemble, and
interface with the city at large. On the edge of sense, “we
were radars terrified by the signals we were capturing
beneath the celestial dome.”
So why am I more drawn to the way Manning pairs
the gushing potential of touch with thrown off and

villainizing comments about tact? What does demanding
tact challenge? For Manning, tact operates as the
shadowy obverse of touch. Touch, in Manning’s
estimation, involves improvisatory practices wherein selforganizing spatial production can be experimented with.
“A politics of touch is joyfully creative,” she argues. It’s “a
politics of affirmation.” In Manning’s estimation, tact (a
negative practice) opposes risk (an affirmational practice).
Risk organizes the polyamorous moves of Brossard’s
Montréal. But, ugh, risk. Who even has everything to risk?
Risk involves more than defying a fear that your feet
might leave the comfortable terra firma of institutional
habit, it also involves the reality that the state or its agent
might articulate you back down.
At the same time, tact operates differently at a
more intimate scale. The pactmaking of touch assumes
an evenness, a level playing field or at least a willingness
to play together, and brackets off the way that touch, in a
more everyday sense, is not always some affirmative site
for avant-garde relation-making—William Tell’s apple in
the firing line and us left holding the bag. Touch can reproduce structural oppression. Manning belabours her
definition of touch—touch can’t take place without
reciprocity—to give relational improvisation some
weighty potential. Except touch as a sense exceeds this
definition. More than an invitation, touch can be coerced
and coercive. It can act as an imperative or an
uncontrollable vector in space. The demand for tact at an

intimate scale can come just as easily from someone
acting with this recognition, from someone for whom the
demand to not touch also forms an experiment with
relation. After all, touch can be a guidewire too, a hand
on the back or the arm, its protocols machining steps into
forms of institutional or settler intimacy. Tact is a refusal
and the refusal to dance is a step too.

ON UNPREDICTABILITY
(NOISY ASIDE)
But the call for tact can’t just be a simple flip of the
dialectic—a response to the structural demands of
compulsory sexuality. The call for tact must be read
contextually. Like the joke turns differently depending on
whether it punches up or down, the call for tact shifts
depending on where it is directed. If you move to touch
me and I call for tact, that’s a defence of my own
autonomy. But calling for tact from outside allows me to
become the hand of the state – the cop cracking down.
The discourse sometimes forgets this, gets these
positions confused. I draw a line and you accuse me of
repression or, worse, being repressed.
But spaces are unpredictable in their relational
complexity and this unpredictability, this appeal to the
rupturing force of the event, poses openings to
something new at the same time it shakes out those who
can’t hook onto a new relation, find a material anchor, a
new dance partner, etc. Imagine a room surrounded by
six PAs and through those come a mix of voices and offspeaker another mix of voices. It’s the noise of queer life,
of urban relation. The metaphor, maybe, is one of noise
and signal – the touch of noise and the tact of signal. It’s
liberatory, isn’t it? Just try listening to it. As if we’re not
surrounded by noise every day – the noise of the street,

of the crowd, of social media. More and more and more
information to negotiate. No wonder people retreat to
the couple form.
I’m chased out of the room and I think about tact.
Should I call for it? The noise throws into an affective
position that comes around in crowds sometimes. A
response not to the noise itself, but the unpredictability
of it. But a note of doubt: the double bill of repression.
The cop’s hand meets the patient’s couch.
The utopian horizon of Manning’s dance hall,
where “I move to move with you to move with them to
move you moving me,” seems to obscure, in its framing
of the dancing couple’s expansion into the room of
dancers, the moves of those not on the dance floor: not
only the wallflower, but the labour maintaining the space,
the space’s colonial and white supremacist histories, the
built environment’s reflection of the able body, etc. But
Manning would also remind us, particularly in her work on
Tango, of the long histories and spatial protocols of that
room when it’s more than analogical. And in her work on
neurodivergence, she reminds us that our spaces are
structured around a certain version of the body.
Manning’s dance floor is both analogical and more-thananalogical. It stands in for the complicated and emergent
assemblies at the heart of relation. It also needs, in its
contingency, to account for unpredictability and the way
that the evental nature of experience operates unevenly.
What might be rote habit for one is an event for another.

In this, more than the striation of practice and the
shutting down of possibility, can the call for tact
simultaneously be a call for a different kind of touch or a
transformed sense of intimacy? Not here, but here.

STARING FROM ACROSS
THE ROOM
(MOBILE VISCOSITIES)
Negotiating race, sexuality, language, decency, class, and the
right to the beach, these very different bodies commingling on
the beach cannot but perform constant face-work—facework with
their entire bodies.
Arun Saldanha, Psychedelic White
Disabling, oppressive, dark, and cramped surroundings are more
liberatory than moving about under the gaze of Dr. Flint who
threatens her “at every turn.” Importantly, she claims that in the
garret she is not enslaved and that her loophole of retreat is a
retreat to emancipation.
Katherine McKittrick,
Demonic Grounds

I look back at my notes from Simone Browne’s talk
from this week, at her piecing together an archive of
blackness and surveillance. She’s trying to find ways to be
more complex and contradictory, to do more than
announce that surveillance technologies are racist (ie. “it’s
a structural problem”) as if that’s not an obvious position
to take. Browne instead asks about sousveillance as selfdefence, of encrypting the body, of valuing human life as

more than infrastructure. She asks what happens when
surveillance is transformed into a kind of caregiving and
caretaking. What gets erased in our attempts at
comprehension or comprehensiveness?
When Arun Saldanha describes the visual economy
of Nine Bar, Primrose, and the beach, he points us not
only to the constant surveillance and “face-work” done
by liberation-seeking whites to stabilize a racial hierarchy,
but also to the way that face-work involves the whole
body. A field of constant visibility co-productive with a
grid of categorization. The shadow cast over a Deleuzian
optimism. When Saldanha asks what a white body can
do, he answers by posing whiteness in its sheer
overpowering visibility – a visibility that enables not only
a thick social and spatial viscosity where whites stick
together, but also a determined set of intimacies. I watch
to watch with you to watch with them to watch you
watching me. Or: I move to watch with you to move with
them to watch you moving me. Or, again: I watch to
move with you to watch with them to move you watching
me. I watch to move you or move with you. I move as (or
because) you’re watching me.
Manning’s dance floor is also Saldanha’s: a set of
relational exchanges driven by a visual economy. Except
what Saldanha spies in the shifting and supposedly
liberatory white psychedelic spaces of Goa is a diagram
or abstract machine that consistently reproduces
segregated intimacies. Some combination of surveillance

and touch shape the intimacies of our shared spaces as
we cooperate together to include and exclude, to enable
and eliminate. But how do we peel apart where the
mobile attachments of experiment bleed into the
institutions of the couple form, the family, etc.?
Surveillance, of course, shifts with racialization and,
as a white man, the dialectic of visibility and invisibility
pitches and shifts in the ways Saldanha identifies. The
visibility of whiteness not only enables powerful spatial
viscosities, but also grants a kind of anonymity. What’s
clear is that cutting across the dynamics of racialization is
a dialectic of visibility and obscurity. Neither being seen
or not being seen is automatically good or bad. Instead,
the visual economies that shape space as it emerges also
shape our intimacies as we cooperate to put one another
in place. Katherine McKittrick identifies this dialectic in
her reading of Harriett Jacobs. Linda Brent, finding a
paradoxical sense of freedom garretting herself in her
grandmother’s attic.
McKittrick rightly insists that “[t]he question of
[Brent’s] geographic freedom is wrapped up in the racial,
sexual, and bodily constraints before and during her
retreat to the attic” (40)—a field of articulatory pressures
that put Brent in place in a way determined by her “seeable body scale.” Brent takes up the bodylessness of the
geographic eye, able to see everything, but only by
taking herself out of the grasp of the streetscape and the
antiblack weather that organizes it.

Freedom is a tough thing to define in its relativity,
but could it be a key to thinking more about the
relationship not only between tact and touch, but to think
through a similar analogical relationship between
surveillance and the refusal of surveillance (or is it the
refusal to surveil). If tact is tied to touch in a complicated
way, what is similarly tied to surveillance? Spying through
her peephole, Brent finds a freedom from surveillance
even as she finds a freedom to surveil, but only by
positioning herself “across” (rather than inside/outside)
slavery – a strange kind of spectral immanence.
In their desire to transcend, Saldanha’s psychedelic
freaks can only produce a sticky material immanence
across the field of Goa that expels non-white participants
(or transforms their facializing categories to account for
race in a tokenizing way), finding a freedom to be
surveilled (as long as there’s no pictures) that creates a
different kind of white supremacist weather, but one no
less based on a combination of visual economy and
material rhythm.

THANK YOU, NO
(UNTRACED IMAGE)
I’m afraid of being too much, of being someone most people
don’t know how to love.
Jody Chan, “Safe Enough”
It is an image that I can neither claim nor refuse.
Saidiya Hartman,
Wayward Lives, Beautiful
Experiments

Can we help but look? I think about this as I sit at
my desk and watch my grocery order being shopped until
the list flips over into the map where I can watch the
driver’s icon slide from pin to doorstep. I complain to
myself that my groceries will be 10 minutes late as I pour
my time out on social media (more watching and being
watched). Later, I skype with Haida and she talks about
the weird potential embarrassment of hiring someone to
clean her apartment and the charged realities of the
racializing surveillance that situation asks of her. That’s a
hell of a dialectic to negotiate—the positive and negative
potentials in being watched and the ways those
potentials are shaped, maybe even determined, by
evaluative logics where we constantly carry around our
rubrics.

Jody Chan writes about the awkward risk of queer
dance parties, about the invocations and impossibilities
of safety. She looks around the room and gushes, even in
a moment of loneliness that “there are too many cute
queer couples to count, publicly parading the kind of
cute queer love it still shakes my heart to see.” But this
looking turns to another: “Every time I lock eyes with a
stranger, they are the first one to look away.” And
another: “We aren’t targets until we are.” Chan lays out
tense dynamics around looking—an inside/outside
problem that echoes (but only echoes) McKittrick’s and
Browne’s reflections on the hold.
I want to know what ethics there are in looking and
how do those minor events add up into the kinds of
stratified spaces that Saldanha describes. How does my
looking lock hard into Saidiya Hartman leafs through
archival photographs to look for the wayward resistances
of young Black women and finds the categorical limits
drawing of the hands holding the camera. She looks for a
sightline to what can’t be seen in the enabled and
enabling visibilities of the archive as it both records and
defines what can be seen. I read Hartman’s book and
think about the camera (or the keyboard) when it’s in my
hand. If Hartman describes Black women as she sees
them refusing a visibility imposed on them, what is my
refusal, my tact? Is it a refusal to impose? A refusal to
draw the sightline up?
Is it a refusal to even be visible? Its tempting when

the visibility of my whiteness opens up space and enables
a whole field of agental possibility. Every time a stranger
locks eyes with me, am I the first to look away? The risk
and potential of an intimate event might open with a look
and, if we’re to transform intimacies, we also need to look
and to touch. To meet one another otherwise somehow,
but to not just leverage underlying dynamics of visibility.
Danielle writes that “We cannot possibly be in waiting for
a singular event that touches all of us in the same way
that produces a collective will strong enough to then
produce us as politically acting subjects. Too many
people laugh at drunks and addicts to feel better about
themselves. I can only return to my personal project as a
subject affected and effected by other subjects. And then
we die, but maybe hands can touch differently or we can
appreciate that they ever touched at all.” That pull to
relation – to touch, to care, to a look, a word. Chan feels
this. The desire for a partner crosscut with the fear of not
having a partner. A fear, for Chan, not necessarily
conjoined to the demands of the couple form (though…),
but to the lack of support system that comes with ableist
structures under capitalism. The need for an anchor to
call her back into relation. I feel this too.

I THINK YOUR LOVE
WOULD BE TOO MUCH
(IMMANENT
DEPENDENCIES)
People with too many lice, too many sores, too much scabies
have too few if any family, but so do people with no lice, sores, or
scabies.
Elizabeth A. Povinelli,
The Empire of Love
awash in coping mechanisms and moping chemicals
Rita Wong, Forage

I’ve been reading Rita Wong’s Forage for a
decade, first encountered in a grad class on feminist
avant-garde poetry taught by Susan Rudy. And as I reread
it to write these notes, I’m also editing an article about
Wong and another writer but my reading of
Forage started in Susan’s class. Stretched to the present,
my reading finds itself rearticulated by Povinelli’s notion
of immanent dependency, that is, the idea that we
depend on our relationships for life, whether those
relationships are with the flows of water we drink or the
flows of capital we struggle with to pay our too too high

rent. Dependency is different than solidarity because it
isn’t the result of choice, but is instead the result of the
relations that hold us together.
Wong’s attention to scale, to the ways intimacies
between and across bodies are co-productive of global
extractive capital. Like Geraldine Pratt and Victoria
Rosner, she asks us to consider the ways the intimate
meets the global, the ways global dynamics exploit
uneven intimacies. Her poems speak to the
uncontrollable vectors of intimacy, vibrant matter filled
with emergent potential, for better or worse.
Worse involves the material toxicities of spatial
production – the result, for Wong, of the ongoing,
extractive experiments of capital. The dumping of plastic
into the ocean, the leaching of toxic metals into the
groundwater, the scrambling of DNA through genetic
engineering. Both Povinelli and Chen squint at the global
anxieties around these toxicities, from Povinelli’s
evocation of the “ghoul health” that panics at the
thought of foreign disease entering the sanitized field of
Empire to Chen’s breakdown of the yellow panic around
lead poisoning. These are powered by a fear that global
capitalism is experiencing its just desserts – an
unintended return of the ideologically repressed
exploitation of labour, primitive accumulation, toxic
overseas dumping. There’s a utopian sheen to the idea
that all of this toxicity will be deservingly dumped back
into the white Western body, but what it produces, as

Chen especially makes clear, are intensified forms of
racialization that close borders and deepen the economic
and environmental injustice that triggered the fear of
cosmic retaliation in the first place.
What if worry isn’t so much panic, but is instead a
kind of apprehension. The same kind that Roy Miki
identifies in Wong’s work – apprehension as a worry
combined with an attentiveness to the conditions
generating that worry. “Worry has its own social
distribution,” Povinelli suggests. Because of her work with
Indigenous communities in northwest Australia and in
queer communities in North America, she recognizes a
strange dialectic around how intimacies are meted out in
these very different kinship relationships and in the
isolation produced through neoliberal individualism. She
tries to work through what communities of care might
look like when there’s no one who cares enough to hold
you down to take your medicine. Is it possible to hold
yourself down with one hand and administer care to
yourself with the other? Or is the idea of self-care part of
the problem?
Is this the problem: what if capital is the only one
who cares whether we take our medicine, whether that
medicine is more antidepressants or more capital? The
pull to self-care is often a demand to let capital take care
of you (if you can afford it). If I were to declare in public
that I’m lonely, it would be a cry into this dialectical
exchange around who will care for you, who will let you

care for them, and who gets shut out from that exchange
—a dialectic writ globally in the way that our own
a s s e m b l i e s o f c a re p ro d u c e h a r m e l s e w h e re .
Uncontrollable virtual vectors interlocked with
uncontrollable material ones.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR
DONATION
(UNEVEN INTEGRITIES)
Lead can drag vulnerable people down, through variously
“lesser” positions of animateness, into the realms of the
“vegetable” or the nonsentient. At the same time, it has already
weighed on some bodies more than others.
Mel Y. Chen, Animacies

I keep thinking with and through the Lynnwood
Ridge and about the way that when lead was discovered
in the soil around those suburban Calgary homes, the
state lept into action, holding Imperial Oil to task for not
remediating properly when the land was transformed
from refinery to residential development. For the longest
time, reflecting on a moment so close to home (literally a
20 minute walk from my parents’ house in Ogden), my
move has been to ask what the response to the
Lynnwood Ridge might show us about spatial change and
crisis. How do the parts shuffle in moments of rapid and
dramatic change and what remains present, however
imperceptible, that was meant to be eliminated? How do
we account for the lead left in the soil after extraction?
But is the Lynnwood Ridge an exceptional
example because of its visibility? The snap of action by

the state and by Imperial Oil tangles with a dynamics of
white visibility. The Ridge sits at the heart of oil country.
You can sit and look over the Bow at the towers
downtown, built in the boomtown lurches of the last
century by companies looking to architecturally reflect a
bigger score each decade. The Ridge marks a moment
where the harm committed by extraction hits too close to
home. It’s too visible and the oil industry can’t be seen to
not take care of its own.
In contrast, a protester calls out Justin Trudeau for
his non-response to the long mercury poisoning of Grassy
Narrows and Trudeau thanks the protester for her
donation. Trudeau apologizes for his thanks, but only
because he’s made visible by a covert recording. In other
conversations, I hear Trudeau’s “gaffe” bracketed off. At
least he’s not Scheer. At least she’s not Kenney. At least
they’re not Ford. The constraining and enabling dynamics
of spatial production at work. The uncontrollable vectors
of economic intention. In what way was mercury donated
to Grassy Narrows? Thank you for your donation, Imperial
Oil. If the protester donated to Trudeau and the Liberal
Party, it’s only because that exchange enabled her entry.
A key into a lock.
The intimacies of extraction have a cost of entry
tied to the uneven geographies of harm and those
geographies depend on a set of visual economies that
depend on invisibility and distance. Racial capitalism’s
unseen dumps as a method of maintenance, looping

back into bodies all the way up the animacy hierarchy
even as fear redirects that feedback into hardened
borders and panic over the foreign. Removed from the
theatre of wronged whiteness, lead and mercury become
agents of harm discursively unlinked from capital and the
state even as it is still materially attached.
The agental blame carried by these heavy metals
attaches to the same bodies they harm. For Chen, this
results in a situation where the same Chinese workers
blamed for the potential toxicness of the toys they
produce are also poisoned by heavy metals. The most
racist rhetorics of the Canadian media blame Indigenous
communities for their own harm on the grounds that they
could solve everything by assimilating. And, on the edge
of an election, Albertans look to the options that best
stabilize the extractive structures that hold their
intimacies in place at whatever cost but their own.

AN UNCUT KEY
(NO ROMO)
What might it mean to think of the single as a potentially queer
subject, and in what ways does singleness pose a challenge to
heteronormative conceptualizations of the lifecourse and
household formation?
Eleanor Wilkinson,
“Single People’s Geographies of Home”
I have never felt incomplete or alone without a romantic partner,
but I am beginning to feel particularly singled.
Caleb Luna, “Romantic Love is Killing Us”
You’re right, I’m literally writing this because I’m a mad fat girl
who can’t get a date and is demanding to be cared for,
regardless.
Samantha Marie Nock,
“Decrying Desirability, Demanding Care”

C o m p u l s o r y h e t e ro s e x u a l i t y, c o m p u l s o r y
coupledom, compulsory sexuality. How do these turn as
keys to entry? When Caleb Luna talks about being
singled, they immediately clarify things. “When I say
singled,” they tell us, “I mean the position of being
denied intimacy and care from those in my life, who
reserve it for others.” That feeling of detachment, of

delinking, of loneliness produced by the structural reality
of always being secondary to someone.
Blocked off from care by the way it’s unevenly
distributed through modes of institutionalized intimacy,
shaped by logics of familial, sexual, and romantic
primacy. Eleanor Wilkinson’s question about whether
single should be considered queer is the right question
asked poorly. Samantha Nock writes to “those not invited
into desirability” – the fat, the disabled, the elderly, the
non-white – and points the way that desirability acts as a
prerequisite for care.
If I’m drawn to Luna’s and Nock’s critical
complaints, it’s as an ace man for whom sexual and
romantic desirability is not something I want, but because
of the way desirability and care are linked, care is similarly
cut off along the lines of sex and romance. A similar wish
at a different frequency. But to claim that you’ve
been singled as a white man involves getting caught in
the toxic gravity of misogynists and incels—men who
misinterpret an affective kernel around the lack of care by
violently lamenting their lack of access to institutional
intimacies that benefit men.
To say that this misogynist gravity is a form of
terror is necessary, but it’s hard to admit that the kernel at
the heart of it is a real concern over the link between
desire and care. At heart, there’s a question about why no
one cares for you strained through the rubrics of
successful heteromasculinity. Successful gender

expression is tied to desirability is tied to care, but the
solution to this problem is not to crave success and
desirability, but to find care outside of those rubrics. We
don’t need to be desired, we shouldn’t need to meet
normative expectations around gender, but we do need
care. Which means we need to reciprocally show care,
but how when care seems to be monopolized within
sexual and romantic relationships?
Deanna texts that she almost started crying while
transcribing a recording where Trudy Rosenfeld describes
Roy Kiyooka lived off pastries from the bakery because no
one was around to care for him. She reminds me of the
contradiction in that when I joke that self-care is just
letting capitalism take care of you and she retorts that
capitalism is letting others take care of you through their
unwaged labour. I don’t want this exploitation, but its
hard not to wish for someone to take care of you, even if
it’s in a way that’s exploitative.

ALWAYS MORE THAN
ONE (BACK ON MY BEAT
I don’t live alone in this world, I have all kinds of relations and
meaningful relationships, you know, so I don’t think we should
have to identify as single or coupled up. We are all in relation
period, all the time. Whether those relations are good or not,
we’re in relation. That’s an oppressive question. So stop asking
people if they’re married or single. That’s what I think. Yeah.
Kim TallBear,
All My Relations podcast ep. 5

)

I spend most of my time alone. Outside of the
moments where I treat some coffee shop like my office,
exchanging small talk with the barista, I live and work
alone. Today, as I write this, it’s been the better part of a
week since I’ve seen anyone I know in person. I’ve texted
with a few folks. Visited with Haida over Skype.
Even in loneliness, I am always in relation, living in
the place where the demand for tact meets the
assembled eyes of surveillance. Right now, I sit alone at a
table. The lights are on and the building is heated.
People are moving in and around. This tea was made my
the barista standing 20 feet away, but also its
components were made by whole sets of productive
intimacies fetishized away by scale.
How are we structurally caught by our relations of

care, of love, of sex, of desire, of touch, of tact, of
surveillance, of awareness? What work must we do on our
shared intimacies to move the assembly? Do we need to
insist on intimacy with proximity? With touch? With care?
Does Erin Manning try to answer this when she insists that
touch requires reciprocity? What happens when (as
Danielle reminds me over twitter) reciprocity comes over
time? When it’s easy to slide into rhetorics around debt
and credit? What do we think we owe to the room? To
the steps and the choreography? To the historical
development of our shared spatial practices? What can
we do? What can I do?
Outside, a woman stands between two children.
Another woman sits holding her small dog. A couple has
a chat over coffee. A man and a woman walk both ways
through the space with their bikes. A woman breastfeeds
while the man next to her looks at his phone. Across the
street, they’re putting up a highrise and, next to me,
three people are checking their phones. The woman and
her dog walk away with a man and his coffee. How can I
grasp all of this? It’s difficult to simultaneously stand in
the window and in the street at the best of times. Harder
when you don’t want to be seen or touched. But it’s easy
to feel caught up in the sweep of something that feels
new. And most importantly, it’s easy to romanticize the
mobile, even though the stable is what creates
possibilities.
How do we negotiate this seeming contradiction

between mobile and stable without falling back into
Berlant’s separation of mobile attachments and
institutional intimacies, between lines of flight and
hardening structures as if its enough to refuse or escape
without also imagining a set of spatial relations that allow
one to be free. Freedom could be the word we’re looking
for, but it’s troubled by an individualizing tension between
freedom to and freedom from.
Writing about freedom from an Anishinaabe
perspective, John Borrows argues that “freedom can be
characterized by healthy interdependencies, with the sun,
moon, stars, winds, waters, rocks, plants, insects, animals,
and human beings” (Freedom and Indigenous
Constitutionalism 6). He tells us that “the Anishinaabe
term for citizen is dibenjigaazowin: he or she who owns or
controls their associations” (7). This feels utopian (but it
may only feel utopian for a white settler like me) and I
want to live in this space of healthy interdependency and
control over who or what to associate reciprocally with.
But these forms of kinship depend on not the refusal but
the demolition of the colonial and capitalist intimacies
that swamp those healthy relations out. Those swamping
relations are mine, even if I don’t want them. What if
they’re a structure I’ve felt the need to break out of, but
no one else has?
I feel like I’m consistently at a loss and at an
impasse. It’s one thing to theorize care and another to
carry it out, tilting at a zany spin for people who can’t

care for you because they’re spoken for elsewhere,
locked onto institutional lines or treating emergence like
so much fooling around. Intimacy needs to change but
can it? I hope so.

Two Notes to Erin Wunker
One of your styles of response, Lee, is to pose some version of
the question ‘Is x necessarily so?’ Then, if you can show that x is
not necessarily so, you return to your structuring view, for to you,
a structure is necessarily so.
Lauren Berlant, “Living With Negativity”

As I write this from the Bump and Grind at
Commercial and Venables, I’m pretty spent, done in by
six straight days of conferencing, but also filled to the
brim with ideas and directions. I stood in the shower for a
full half hour this morning rehearsing the structure for an
introduction to a hypothetical special issue, threading
through work invested in alternate forms of theorization
(Marx, Armstrong, Hartman, Chariandy). How do we
invent the concepts that help us make sense of the
world’s contradictions, its shitty and joyful moments that
are sometimes the same moments?
The moments I’m drawn to in Berlant and
Edelman’s discussion seem to run antithetical to the ones
you are – though really they’re the other half of a dialectic
push and pull that runs through the book. In that last
chapter, they start hitting the limits to their thinking
together. Edelman starts up some Lacanian flexing and
Berlant tells him to cut it out. From top to bottom, a
switch. My well-trained Deleuzian ear throws up its hands
in relief – finally! someone’s said what we were all

thinking! But what I’m really interested in is their decision
to include this evidence of Berlant’s back firing up when
they could’ve just published the first two much more
genial discussions and called it a book. What drama are
they staging for us when they put us in the mess of this
contradiction? It’s everyday, unelevated backchat
between friends in a fiery argument when Berlant throws
up her hands and asks, more than a little sarcastically,
“[w]hat would you do if I closed by saying, Okay, you win
[…] Would you dance around the house, pumping your
fist in the air” (111). In this hotheaded move, Berlant
dares Edelman to stop looking for her to repeat his ideas
back to him like dialogue is a contest. Fuck off, Lee!
I’m attracted to this kind of hotness because it
marks a desire to acknowledge the ways that, to borrow
the term you borrow from Berlant, we’re out-of-synch
with one another—that productively troubling negativity
that it’s seductive to want to resolve. A few days ago I
went to a panel about the current troubles in Canadian
literary study and Can Lit (as if these are separate things)
and I watched a group of scholars I respect struggle to
parse out the current troubles in the field. I don’t want to
get into the details (this isn’t the space), but I do want to
point to the language they used around disagreement
and fractitiousness. What about this real generational
divide. Is this even a crisis? Didn’t we used to get along? I
found myself frustrated by the geniality of it all – me ear
waiting for that moment when someone would

acknowledge the limits embedded in our shared thinking
so we could collectively press our hands against that wall
to trace the path out together. I want to make a joke
about how what we really need is a fistfight. But,
seriously, don’t we need some very real staging of our
drama, because what happens when Berlant and
Edelman publish their chippy argument as part of their
academic book from a prestigious press, aren’t they
elevating their everyday drama into an event that we can
sit in, weighing the productively shitty vibes of that
moment against our own? What if we need to amplify
those moments when we’re misreading one another so
we can understand the contours of our own limits?
Instead of bridging a divide, maybe we need to sit in the
antagonism?
It’s interesting then that you’re drawn to the way
Berlant and Edelman need that absent mediator – for
them, Sedgwick and, for us, them. This complicates their
centralization of sex in the discussion as a metaphor for
the wider work of intimacy, which never simply involves
an equation where 1+1=1 or even 1+1=2, but instead is
something closer to 1+1=1000. It’s a complicated
calculus to get there and I haven’t figured out that math
exactly. It involves constantly assembling fields of relation
that intimately push and pull our bodies, something like
Erin Manning’s dance floor, but much more uneven and
antagonistic. What does theory do in this mess and how
can it help us to think together? In our case, doesn’t it

give us a common language to help ameliorate the
negativity built into our intimacy, not to stop us from
getting to the yelling match, but to help us reorient when
we get there?
Ryan to Erin on Sex, or the Unbearable. Laurent Berlant & Lee
Edelman.
June 5, 2019

They say it is love, we say it is unwaged work.
Silvia Federici, quoted by Deanna Fong

I write this from Turk’s on Commercial (Danielle’s
suggestion), where, after a quick week back in T.O., I flew
back to Vancouver to support Deanna during her
defense. Not that she needed it. It went spectacularly.
Danielle and I have spent the morning talking about
everything and the way it fits together – about
antagonism and comradeship, about the future and the
lack of one, about coterie as a kind of creative method,
about the way her cat barfs and then eats the barf (a kind
of method too). But mostly, inspired by a couple chippy
questions from Deanna’s defense, we talked about the
relationship between love, work, and their entanglement,
how they’re knotted together in such a way that it can be
hard to tell where one begins and the other ends (as if
they aren’t happening at the same time always). Clint asks
Deanna whether everything is work (or labour, which
might be different) and Deanna responds by gesturing to
the difficulty of drawing a line between work and love.
What do I even want to think of as work, she asks?
Planning a reading series – is that work? Talking to a
friend – is that work? And, fair, I think, even though I want
to believe that holding to relation is work.
What do we do with the work of relation, of
intimacy, when it’s distributed so unevenly? I’m thinking,
yes, of Deanna’s gesture to Federici (WAGES FOR

HOUSEWORK!) and Clint’s story about playing with his
kids in the park when every other adult there is a paid
caregiver. The work of holding (or stitching) relation
together is cut deep by the demands of life in late
capitalism. We look, ala DeCerteau, to steal some time,
some space, some intimacy, some relation from those
totalizing pressures. We put on that wig and perform all
that love for ourselves and others. Sometimes it feels
liberatory. Sometimes we glimpse something that seems
to point outside the structure or that assembles the
structure otherwise. Sometimes there’s something
genuine (another fraught term) and we don’t feel like
we’re working.
And sometimes we’re knocked by all this love back
into our structural positions. Is this the trouble we want to
stick with? Or is it the kind of trouble we’re stuck with?
It turns out that Debord was wrong. After the
revolution, after all that love and comradeship, Danielle
reminds me, we’ll still have to work. Staring into a
funhouse mirror, I watch a character like Todd Chavez zigzag, ever the zany, through his field of secondary
relationships to hold to them tight like a life preserver. In
the moment after finding a word to describe his
relationship to love (ACE!), but after his realization that he
still needs to work for his relationships (cutting his zany
antics with a sighing despair), there’s a moment of
possibility. Does he (and do I) feel the charge of a
relational event that makes possible alternate modes of

love and intimacy? Maybe, but we’d have to work for
them and there’s a suspiciousness that shadows the field
of secondary relationships. You can never tell who will be
the one to drop off or out when something more
structural comes along. After all, the romantic fantasy at
the center of the couple form is a dream about being
able to make a space outside of work (which is a bubble
that both you and Federici needle). What do we do? Do
we forgo love (but what valence of love) in favour of work
(but what valence of work)? Me? I prefer a laboured
attendance to my own secondariness, but that’s what I
have left to work with in lieu of romantic love’s primacy.
Ryan to Erin on Deanna Fong’s “Tales of the Tape” and
secondariness, June 21, 2019
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